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MR. NESSEN: We are going to bring out Roy Ash,
the Director of the Offi.ce of Management and Budget, who
will probably have ,a little statement to make at the"
beginning and then can'answer your questions.
Just before Roy comes out, be sure you all have
the correction in the supplement to the message on budget
restraints, action ]:,ecoJMlended, page 17. La.rry Speakes
has a little sheet with the' correction on it. Be sure to
get it before you go.
Also, please, remember ' that this is all embargoed
for 3 O'clock release.
Mr. Ash.
MR. ASH:

Thank you, Ron.

Ladies and gentlemen, I hope you have had that
long enough now so you can find your favorite programs
and see what is happening to them. I hop:e you have had it long
enough to, get the sense yo,u are 'not looking at marshmallows
but bullets. . (Laughter)
I brought along the top management of OMB because
I am sure some of the questions you ha:ve ,may go more deeply
into some of the individual programs than I "could, so
we are here to cover them in any way you wish.
MORE
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The President's message -- and I pre§,lJ,PJ~ .you
ha ve copies of' that -- s'peaks for itself, and I wouldn't
pretend to reread it or cover it again. I am sure that
the 200-plus pages that go along with it in the supplement
speak for themselves, but I do want to call your
attention to some of the::;most important features that
are involved in the President's statement.
First, you noticed that the Pr.esident particularly
called attention to' the Congres.sional resolve expressed in
various ways to reduce expenditures this f scal year. The
House, the Senate, the joi.nt economic committee have each
in their own way determined that it would be in the
national interest to reduce expendit'ures from the amount
that had been in the budget.
I want to further observe that while the
package of reductions that amount to $4.6 billion brings
the total expected outlays this year to $302.2 billion
were it not for the $2.7 billion increase in payments to
the unemployed, the total program the President would be
proposing would come down to $299.5 billion.
The President did consider very carefully
possible additional reductions, even to offset the increase
in/payments to 'the unemploym~ntand concluded that
fJrther reductions would be unwise.
I think i.t. is also significant to. note that this
package calls for., ~35 separate Congressional actions or
inactions, as the case may be, and 11 actions by the
Administration.
.
Recognizing the recess the Congress is, about
to take, and recognizing the complexity of the package,
the President has determined not to stop these programs
and stop spending on these programs until December 16
in order to give the Congress a full opportunity to
consider all of their implications.
He does have the legal right to stop today, but
has chosen to defer that to give Congress the time. In
making the reductions.proposed, the President took a
zero base, loqked at all of the programs acrosS:'~he whole
of Government, particularly centered in on' .those that 'are
less essential; not to say that those in the list are
bad programs necessarily; in fact, in many cases the issue
here was,'di~tinguishing -between good and better, not
between gOOd and bad'.
He attempted to achieve equity in distributing
the burden of Federal expenditure reductions across the
whole of the economy, particularly intended to avoid undue
additions to the unemployment roles, because obviously
whenever the Government changes its level of spending, the
employment is affected.
MORE
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He also gave a special consideration to those
most adversely affected by inflation and by the economy
so as to preserve as best as possible al~.of their
economic status.
He also took into account earlier Congress
ional actions, and other changes, that have taken pl~ce
in the program during the year •. In this oarticular
case, I think the mo~t important table for you to refer
to is in the President's message on page 2 because on
that You will see summarized the impact of these actions,
along with othe'r actions" as .they re'late to the various
kinds of programs of the Federal Government. '
Looking at that table, I call your attention to
the cO,lumn headed "Defense," noting first last year's
expenditures for defense, $78.4 billion, the 1975
budget, $85.8 billion, the qhanges made since that budget
was submitted,by the Congress, by other actions and by
this particular program which has in it some reductions
for defense, leaving a presently proposed level for defense
for 1975 of $83.2 billion. Yqu will see immediately
below, that is 3 percent less than the'budget submission
and it is 6.1 percent over expenditures i~~deferi~e last
year.
Then, if you look across and particularly look
at the column, "Payme,nts f<;:>r Individuals,iI_these are
payments made directly by the Federal Government to
individuals, social security, and veterans payments
and retirement payments, AFDC and others, and also
payments made through State and local governments that
are also ultimately paid to individuals.
Those numbers go from $110 billion last year
up to $131.5 billion this year even after the changes
proposed. And in fact, you will note that changes in
those programs made by·the Congress, made in other ways
during the year, and, thro~gh" this program of reductions,
has the net effe,ct of increa·sing payments to individuals
$1 billion from the level that was shown in the 1975
budget when we last reported it officially to the
Congress on July 1.
You note agairi down below under those programs
that this represents a .7 percent increase over the,budget
as last presented, but most of all, it represents a 19
percent increase over last year's expenditures for'
individuals.
The rest of the columns you can read likewise,
but I think it is important to take into account when
the President reviewed all of these programs, took into
account Congressional and other actions up to this point,
that his final decisions resulted in this distribution of
payments to the various programs, various activities,
various beneficiaries of Federal Government expenditures.

MORE
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Now, I am prepared to take any questions you
may have, and I have with me the management of OMB to
augment anything I might need to turn to them for.

Q

Mr. Ash, in the briefing this morning to
the Congressional leaders, did they give you any
indication about the willingness of Congress to deal
with these measures before this 93rd Congress ends?
MR. ASH: There was only one statement that
would have had that effect. One of the Members of the
Congress asked, "What would be the consequences if the
Congress did nothing? ii The answer to that question is
that most of these proposals that we have made call for
affirmative action of the Congress. A few of them can
result in expenditure reductions without action of the
Congress, but even if the Congress did nothing with
those submitted for their approval, we would only be able
to reduce outlays by say $300 million.
You note in the fact sheet you have listed
deferrals and recissions and the amounts involved in
deferrals and recissions, and that fact sheet shows that
39 recissions add up to $224 million, 41 deferrals add
up to $317 million.
Those are under the new Congressional Budget Act"
and as to the deferrals, Congressional inaction would
result in a continual withholding of that expenditure",
but all of the rest ·up above in that list does require
affirmative Congressional action to hold down these outlays
and reduce them to the levels herein proposed.

Q
Mr. Ash, in the message the President did
not oppose the increase levels for public jobs that the
House and Senate put in the Labor-HEW money bill. Can
you tell me now, considering the fact that there is not
too much support for the President's public job proposal,
and considering the bills . in Congress now carry much
higher price tags, what is his position about spending
for public jobs now?
MR. ASH: We have before the Congress the
National Employment Assistance Act, which we believe is
the proper way to respond to unemployment and the
conditions of unemployment, and certainly not only
support but commend to the Congress that bill as a way
to deal with the matter of unemployment and anticipate in
these data that that bill will be passed and that will
become the program to deal with unemployment.
MORE
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Q
Would Ford veto the Nelson and Daniels
bill now in Congress?
. MR. ASH: Let's see when the bills come down.
We are certainly' resting our. case on that, which we'
submitted, wh.ich· we belie.ve is certainly the way to go
about it,' and would have considerable question about
alternative ways ~s encompassed in those bills.

Q
Mr. Ash, what unemployment rate is
anticipated by the end of the fiscal year?
MR. ASH:. We. expect that the average unemployment
rate on whicnthesenumbers are based will exceed 6 percent
by a fraction of a percent, and of course it has been a
little bit lower than that so far this year, so obviously
we would expect it.to be 6 or more for the rest of this
fiscal year.

Q

How much more?

MR. ASH: In the fraction of a percent. I will
tell you the number built in here. The number built in
here is about a 6.15 to 6.2 average for the year.
, ",

Q

fiscal year?

HoW high does it go by the end of the

MR. ASH:. You can figure out the curve that.
averages it, but it would go to a little bit higher rate
than that before the year is over.. '

Q
Mr. Ash, in view of the fact that you
didn't make the $300 billion figure target and you had to
add 2.7 for unemployment assistance, how would you characterize
this budget now, an anti'-inflation budget or anti-recess'ion
budget?
MR. ASH: I would characterize it as stated
in the first paragraph of the President's message. In
October he submitted a balanced program recognizing not
only that inflation was a major problem to deal with,
but also recognizing that the recessionary pressures were
upon us and needed to be dealt with, and particularly
needed to. be deal t with by programs such as that for the'
unemployed so this program I WOUld characterize as a
balanced one, recognizing that we have, pres,sures coming
in from both sides.
MORE
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Q
How would you respond to the contention that
this program was essentially framed last August when inflation
rather than recession was the dominant thought in the minds
of the Administration, and that you have carried it through
even at a time when unemployment figures appear to be
reaching a politically difficult rate?
M~. ASH:
I wouldn't say this program was put
together, or whatever words you used, fashioned last August.
Actually last August the President asked the departments
and agencies to look over all of their activities and
programs to see those that were candidates for reduction.

Since that time many things have happened. Let
alone the actions in the economy, the President has spent
considerable time in his October pre-summit meetings and
summit meetings gaining insight from the public as to what
the issues were and what the potential solutions were, and
has gone over all of these programs one by one, has come out
with his own October 8 message which. itself was a program
of balance.
Especially during the week just before the
President took off on his last trip he spent hours upon
hours the week before last in going over individual programs
and making the decisions that are herein contained. So I
would say that this program has been fashioned in this
month and in the last parts of last month, and is a current
one recognizing the realities of the present economic
situation.

Q
Mr. Ash, if I read this chart correctly,
the major cuts are of course in Defense and He~lth, Education
and Welfare, and in the Veteran's Administration. I wonder
if you could amplify that by indicating what those cuts
will consist of?
MR. ASH: First, I would not want to say that
the major cuts are in those programs. I would again refer
you to the table on'page 2, and observe that the President
took into account all other actions that had affected
expenditures in those programs during the year in making
his own decisions. And of course payments to individuals
even after these particular proposals are increased rather
than reduced from the budget as it stood in July, and
certainly increased by 19 percent from last year's
expenditures.
The individual programs are identified in this
sheaf of papers. You have 225 pages or so. I know that
30 minutes wasn't a long time to seek out everyone, and
I wouldn't want to list them all, because as you can see with
135 actions being put before the Congress, it would take
some time just to list them. If you want to inquire -a.l:>out
any particular one I can certainly answer that, but I don't
think yQu.want me to read off the list that is here.
MORE
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Q

The major one in HEW, then?

MR. ASH: Major measured how? There are many
wasy of measuring a program. I am not sure even what that
means. There are a number. Maybe the thing to do is to
look in the list and find some. I could read off the list
if you want, but that doesn't help, I don't think, anybody.
example?

Paul, do you want to suggest one, just as an

MR. O'NEILL: Asking the Congress to hold the
1975 appropriation bill ~o the original budget request.
MR. ASH: That is a good one. Asking the Congress
to hold the 1975 appropriations' bill to the original
budget request. As you know, that appropriation bill is
being considered there now. We are in here asking that they
do not allow that to exceed the budget request put before
the Congress. That is a $410 million item all by itself.

Q
Could I ask you to ,amplify on a couple of
specific items? First on page 12 on the 40 percent lowering
medicaid
matching
from 50 to 40 percent for the wealthy
States you mentioned only the 13 highest income States would
be affected. Do you have a list of those 13 States and
individual breakdowns?
MR. ASH: Here is a good opportunity for me to
introduce to you the prospective Deputy Director of OMB,
Paul O'Neill, who is in the process of confirmation.

Q

Could we get that after the briefing?

MR. ASH:

Yes, he can get that for you.

Q

The second specific is on page 15 on the
naval petroleum reserves. Under proposed new legislation
you are pushing again for opening of Elk Hills and using
the proceeds of oil sales to finance development and
exploration. The question is, if you do not get that
legislation, will you defer or rescind the available
appropriations for that work at Pet. #1 and Pet. #41
MR. ASH:

Don, do you want to answer that one,

or Frank?
MR. OGILVIE: I don't believe that there has
been a decision made to take that action. We are
anticipating that the Congress will give us this authority
and we will have the $125 million.
MORE
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Q

work?

In the meantime you are not stopping this

MR. OGILVIE:

No.

Q
Mr. Ash, your unemployment esti~ate by
some measures may be rather optimi,~tic. Can you tell us
what ~ght happen to the anticipated spending level if
unemployment rises more sharply than you anticipated?
MR. ASH: Obviously the anticipated spending
level wou19 go up. This is ,only a rule.of .thumb, but each
tenth ofl percent is about $300 million. Everything else
being e~ual~ Everything else is not always equal, in short,
unemployment versus total unemployment. 'E'verything el.se
being equal,'~tenth of a percent is about $300 million.

Q

How about the revenue side on the same basis?

Q

Mr. Ash, Secretary Simon said in an interview
published today that the unemployment rate will reach
7 percent by sp;r;'ing, he thinks. ,po these estimates
incorporate that}
MR. ASH': These are not based, upon reaching.
7 percent by spring.
Q ~" The other thing is that the President said
in Octobe~ wherihe first made his proposals public and
promised this list, that' he exp~cted Congress to a,cton all.
these spending' cuts before the end of December. Do you
expect Congress to take 135 actions by the end of the
session?
.
,

MR. ASH: You should ask that question of the
Congress. They have no excuse in say~ng that the
Admil:listration, has more wOl"k to do before they can consider
these actions. They are there in frQnt of them.
As you will note, among this 225 page document
we have not only recommended what they do but in the cases
where legislation would' be required we- hciwe even drafted
the prospective legislation. Every piece of paper, ev:ery
word on every piece of paper is in front of them at 3 o'clock,
and they will have no excuse not to act. Nothing will be
due from the President the moment that this arrives. It is
all up to them.

Q
If they don't act by the
these numbers don't mean much any more.
on that?
MORE
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MR. ASH: I think the key point there is that this
savings of $4.6 billion is a savings to be realized in what
remains of the fiscal year and basicly. were predicated upon
actions sufficient to begin those savings in December and
certainly in January. If they don't act, or delay their
actions, you can well see how these amounts of savings 'would
not be realized in this fiscal year.
You also should look at the data that shows these
actions, if the Congress concurs, would have a nearly
$7 billion affect on next year's outlays. So the issue at
stake here is not just the cash outlays of the Fiscal Year 1975,
but the course of outlays out of the future, and they have
an even greater affect on next year.
The question of revenues you wish to bring up.
Revenue expectation at this time is $293 billion. So with
$293 billion of revenue from the $302.2 you can see we are
talking about a $9.2 billion deficit, assuming the Congress
joins with us in the actions that we herein propose.
You are talking about a bigger deficit if they
do not. All the more reason for Congress to do its work,
to take these 135 actions and keep that deficit from being
any higher than the $9 billion.

Q
M:r. Ash, if the. Administration's chief
economic spokesman is publicly. discussing a 7 percent
unemployment rate for next spring, which is not inconsistent
with expectations of other economists in the Administration,
why are your budget figures not based on such a figure?
MR. ASH: The budget figures are based on an
average for the year, and the average can be made up of
all kinds of individual monthly or quarterly rates and
clearly include months we have already had of much lower
rates even than that. That is first.
Secondly, the budget estimates and budget data
have been prepared some time before this morning, and the
conditions of the economy are changing faster sometimes than
we can change the budget, so that that factor needs to be
taken into account as w~ll. But there is not a necessary
inconsistency because we deal here-with averages over the
year, and we have already had nearly five months of rates
considerably lower than anything he has said, and ones
which when averaged with higher numbers can still be
consistent with what we have included in the budget.

Q

If you don't foresee a 7 percent rate of
unemployment, what is the top figure you allow for in the
budget in getting your 6.2 average?
MR. ASH: It goes up above the average, of course,
and it goes up into the mid-6's.
MORE
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Q

How high, 6.7, 6.81

MR. ASH: Actually, with the amount a little bit
at the extra, it is a little hard to estimate. Who can
tell what next June's unemployment rate is, plus or minus
a tenth of one percent?
Q

I want to know the figure you are 'basing the

average on.
MR. ASH: 6.5, 6.6, 6.7, something like that.
The particular number of what it is in 'a particular month
is really not the issue. The issue is for the purpose of
expected outlays the average over the course of a year.
So even a'one month rate that might be at variance from
any number I have said only has one-twelfth weighting in
the total of the average, and having already five'months
in history you can see that variations month by month have
less and less affect on the total for the year.
Q
You have a $6.7 billion reduction in
expenditures in 1976. What would this bring your projected
expenditure outlays in 1976 down to?
MR. ASH: The 1976 budget is still in preparation.
As you know, we ,have provided budget guidance to all the
departments and agencies, adding up to a little 'less than
$330 billion.
It is becoming clear 'that numbers higher
than that'probably will be resolved upon for the final
budget. But the final number hasn't been determined.
Whatever that number might be, it will be different and
lower if the Congress joins with us in these'acti'ons than
if it were to ignore them.

Q
Mr. Ash, at this point you are including
the increased unemployment payments as an increase in
deficit. I haven't finished your sheaf of papers here, but
is the President at this time giving up or admitting that
the Congress will not pass his 5 percent surcharge to take
care -,

,

MR. ASH: Quite the contrary. The revenues .
estimated include the revenues from the 5 percent surcharge.
Q
What would happen if Congress failed to
enact his tax proposals, or the Ways and Means Bill on the
revenue side?
MR. ASH: If Congress fails to do anything then
these numbers all change. These numbers 'are predicated
upon the Congress joining with th-e-,P]:,esidEmt in fighting
inflation, in dealing with the problems'of're.cas~ion, and in
carrying out the balanced program that he has put before
them. Obviously, if the Congress does not do its part,
then any of these numbers could be changed whether it be
revenues or outlay numbers.
MORE
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Q
How much has the revenue number been
increased or affected by including the three proposed
items?
MR. ASH: The revenue numbers are affected to
the extent of $800 million by the net affect of the
surcharge in the investment tax credit, up, so that the
revenues would be $800 million less for this year, and,
of course, next year have even a greater affect if the
Congress did not do so. On the other hand, we don't
want to suggest in any way the Congress should not do
so. This is merely a hypothetical answer.

Q

What about the Ways and Means bill?

MR. ASH: The Ways and Means bill would be
about neutral on revenue as it presently stands. So the
293 then, as you can see, is a number that is fairly
close to what the present outlook will be, and only
subject to relatively minor chanie from the tax legislation
now in process.

Q
Mr., Ash, I don't get to work with budget
figures very often
MR. ASH:

Q

Neither do I.

-- but

(Laughter)

am afraid I am confronted with a
numbers game here. When you talk about Defense .reductions,
for example, in this table you referred us to you say
that there would be an overall reduction of $2.6 billion?
I

MR. ASH: That is right. From the programs
included here, plus all of their actions since the budget
itself was submitted, and particularly including the
Congressional actions to reduce expenditures~
MORE
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Q
I 'understand' that. Unfortunately, without
having a chance to wade through this supplement it is
hard to know -
MR. ASH: Let me tell you how much is in
defense in this supplement.
$381 million of defense reductions are included
in this message, but I think it is important to note,
as set out in Table 2, that the President looked at these

programs from a zero base and looked at them relative to
all other actions that have borne upon various classes of
programs since the budget ~as prepared and drew
his conclusions to affect the greatest equity and balance
considering all of these actions rather than just deal
with the increments •.

Q
Could I go into that a little .further? I
was wondering if you could do the same thing for us with
the help of your aides, if necessary, in some of the
other major categories, because I would like to distinguish
between what it is that you are proposing and,.'whatit is
that the Congress is doing so that we could understand who
is really cutting the budget and who is ,trying to
maintain it.
MR. ASH: Let's take interest on the public
debt. Obviously, there is nothing in this package .to
deal with,int,ereston the public debt. Let's take·,
payments for individuals. This package has $2 billion 663
million.
"

Can you detail those?
MR. ASH: They are detailed specifically in
here, dollar by dollar; for all other, $1 billion 537
million. And I think again, it is important to make that
statement that the President made these decisions in the
context of all other actions going on and attempted to
bring about total equity and the net effect of this is
to increase payments to individuals 19 percent over
last year.

Q
Mr. Ash, does this propose any cutbacks
in specific Corps of Engineer projects?
MR. ASH: Here is a good chance for Frank Zarb,
as one of his last acts maybe as Associate Director of
OMB, to deal with the Corps of Engineers and not energy.
MORE
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does take into consideration the deferrals which, w.eresent
up as deferral package number 3. YOUllaY r.ecall wh~n the
President.signed the public works bill.he ,asked ,the
Congress to cooperate in decreasing the outlays to
levels that were not inflationary.
He then asked the Congress to .def.e·r pn~-half of
all Congressional add-ons, and one-half of the funding
for 'all' newsta,rts. 'Those defervals went up~out a month
ago, and the Congress presently has those.•

Q

What is the direct impact on jobs of the
President's proposals?
MR.,ASH: .This proposal would have a less, than
3000 personnel effect on Federal employment. ·It will.
have probably something over a 40,000 effect on private
employment,- so total employment affecteo is ,something
between 40,000 and 50,000.

Q

Are you speaking of the Public Employment

Assistance Act?
MR. ASH: I am talking about the reductions
here proposed would require some cutbacks in Federal
Government employment, in private employment. The cut
backs. in employment from this package would be something
between ~O,OOO to 50,000 people, 3000 .or so less in the
Federal Government, and the others in the private .sector •.
,.
Spe~<ing

of jobs, how many. jobs are ,
provided by each million dollars that is spent in public
employment assistance?
Q

,

,

'MR. ASH: Paul, maybe you can answer it: Qecause..
it isn't that easily;answerable.

MR. O'NEILL: About $.3,000 per job per.year
under the.present proposal and the average annual rate
under the existing program is about $9,000 per jpb.
Under the proposal the President sent to .'the Congress,
in his October 8 message, we proposed a $7,000 lid or
ceiling on the reimburs.ement rate for jobs f'unded under
that proposal, and we anticipated that the average
.;
annual rate would be about $5,000.

, '.

So, you can divide 5000 into $1 billion and
get 200,000 ',jobs out -of eachl;>illion dollars worth of what
the President proposed.
MORE
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Under the existing Comprehen.sive E!:1ployment
and Training Ac~, the limita:ion, as I ~ccall, is
$12) 000, and ;t:i1e av~:rage is rU:.'1ning about 9, so the
relative efficiency in'ter>msor providing jobs under the
existing C:ornprehensive Emp:i.,oyment a:1d Trc.ining Act is
abo"tt half of what the Prp.sident proposed in his new
program.

Q
Are you saying for each billion dollars
it is how many jobs?
MR. O'NEILL: Two hundred thousand. ,And about
half that number under the existing program.

Q

I hate to bring you back to this, Mr.
Ash, but I am thoroughly confused. The figures that you
gave me a minute ago don't necessarily contradict, but
present a very diffe:::....ent pictm,'e of what the Adminis
tration is do~ng as I read the tables.
YOll talk abou.t a reduction in defense spending
of $2.6 billion. Ap~:·a::,ently, all but $ 381 million of
that amount is the re.sult of Congressional action. Is
that right?

MR. ASH: Not all of it, no. If you look
on pages 5, 6 and 7 of the ~ulk of your w~teridl, you can
see tile vc-::-y apecific actio~u:) t!'!.a,t h~ve C~.:Js<~d .~hanges
•
1 t.,
""h
l.n
:Hese val"::"OUS aCCOlln-(s.
1 J.S 1.8 an aeC 1
.)1.m-:-l.ng l.n
grea:t detail re(~oncilin8 1~8t yea:.-·'s eKpii.!i'!di·::uY'es, pa.rtic
ularly reconcili:;'-lg -the b',.;,('o,get ao i~: s -::c'od on ,July I
and all thech:ctnges made by the Cc,ngress, m2..de by other'
means and ma.de in turn by this message, to bl"ing you out
to some grand totals.
0

•

0

0

•

0

o·

I think I rr,UGt say fOl~ the fourth or fifth
time, the Pree i.dent in maJdng these decisicr..s did ta:(e
into account all of· the actions that otherwise had been
going on so tr.at he could preserve equity across the
Government and among c.ll kinds of p:'ograms and worked
from a zero bRD~ analysis; that is, locked at every
prog:'..'1am in to"tCl.:!. rather th,3.;} j '.lb t at a ma!'gin, made
those decisions and j :lrlgEl?nts to affectat:ew a.nd balanced
total expenditure level adding up to the $302.2 billion.
The objective was not to see how much you could
get out of defenso., or ho.v much you C0'12.G get out of
some other program. It was to !'ebalance the whole of the
President's programs.

Q

I understand that, but your figures
suggest, for instance, here looking at'the table, that
there is a $2.6 billion cut in defense. Well, that is
fine, but then when you get to payments for individuals,
it seems if I got your figures correct a minute ago that
the Administration is asking for a $2.6 billion cut.
MORE
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MR. ASH: I think it is quite consistent.
This table, as I have said now four or five times, is
the effect of the changes included in this message
plus all other changes that have been going on. The
other numbers you refer' to are j usttheseparticular
changes with no rerei.. . ence to all' other changes
going on. It is important to look at all of them •

.....

"",."
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Q
But the thrust of your messaqe is it is up
to Ula Congress to act nOl.>1;1
!<R. 1'.SH:

It is.

Q
Obviously your message is based on actions
that Congress is 110\/ taking or, has taken already.?

!·m.

1'.!3H:

That is correct.

But there are many

more yet to take.
q
It is very difficult for us to, in 30 minutes,
see uhat it is that you are asking to be done and ""hat vou
are challC!ngil)9 the Congress to do.
r'IP... ASH: I realize this can't be read in 30 II'inutes.
But on the other hand, it is all there. I have provided
th::: sunuaary that I think is t~e kind that makes sense to
you an~ I think it is essential t..'1at you keep in mind the
table on paga two because that !Jottom line can be read as t!1e
President's nat" budqet for 1975, $83.2 for defense, $33 for
interest, $131-112 for payments to individuals, $54.4 for
all otaers. That is his ne.'1 budget in effect for 1975
and corr:paring it to 1974 actuals, \>lill lead you ir..mediately
to t:H~ :)ottom line \\1hich shows ~..,hat increase each of those
categcries is over the previous year, and sholling, among ot.;.'1er
taings, t.~e paynen.ts for individuals are 19-4/10 percent
up over tha previous year. His new budget t?rovides for
payments to individuals 19 percent higher than pay~ents to
individuals tl7E..re last year.

!·'r. Ash, I note in your message that you have
a lot of deferrals and recisions for HE:]. Does Fr. 0 'Neill
perhaps have a total of the deferrals and reciesions?
Q

q

For HE:; alone?

~.l.R. l\SH:
I don't think ~'le have exactly the deferrals
and recisions for HE~7.

i:.,li.. O'NEILL:
It is a combination of deferrals,
recissions and legislative actions.

I·m. ASP.: I f you look on page 7 you have it by
HE~'1 and the total is $1.7 million.
That is you can see on
table 5 page 7, fifth line down, HE~1, proposed reductions,
fifth column over, $1.7 billion.
Q

fir.

Ash, you said these changes t-Tould produce

a reduction in Federal
hR. ASH:

e~ploy~ent

Or less, yes.

of about

3,~OO?
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Q
Do you plan any other actions designed to
reduce the size of the Federal payroll, s~ch as hiring, freezes,
promotion' 'freezes \-li thin the work force?
l'IR. ASH:
The President has already announced, his
intention to reduce by 40,000' t.l}e Federal C-<>ver~ent employees
on the payroll next June 30 from that originally in t.l}e budget.
t'i1e are still on the course toward doing that and that is the
only other specific action save only' that as. 8e,1: forth here
on some page -- I don' t ~"10W the number
as an effort
being undertaken in the,Admiriistrati~n.

~'le have not ascribed any dollar saving to it, but
we expect to getsome1 to find other ways through reorganization,
greater and more effective use'of personnel to reduc;:e
personnel even further. 'Ne haven't ascribed dollars to it.,

o

How much furtn'er would you estimate? ,

MR. ASH:

but I could 't.,ell see
more.

He 'haven "t ascribed ariy dollars to it,
\ole could ,.,ell be saving $50 million or

Q
This is 3,000 in
announced earlier?

HR. ASH:

add'ition to the ~O,OOO

That is right.

Q'On that point, where in the private sector will
most of those jobs, be?
'i

.HR. ASH: There are some programs in here that.
reduce defense procurement, to-pick one in particular. There
will be some reductions ln the private sector. I haven't
in front of me the data tilat calculates the effect on
employment of each and every program. . I am Sure it is discernible
from these data- and you can distinguish.
Q

procurement?

trJould that be the biggest one, defense

11R. ASH:

I think the best answer is it is scattered
allover and I wouldn't want to identify one in particular.
Is it reasonable to conclude' fro~ these ~igures
that the ~lorld Food Conference has' not stimulated any increases
in spand;ng for food aid?
Q

"
l-IR. ASH: The final decisions for food aid spending
this year are yet to be made by the President as the year
unfolds. ~'le have at this stage assumed that 1:..'1e expenditures
for food aid or aid in total \~ill be those that were included
in the budget. The President does in this and every ot~er
matter continue to look at changing events and of course make
t~e decisions consistent with t.l}ose changing events.
Sometimes they do represent a change in budget levels. For
this purpose we have assumed no increase.

l-'IORE
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Q
Mr. Ash, q~ite a few of your savings are
predicated on reductions in ~rant-in-aid programs,
education, welfare and Medicaid. I see in Medicaid
alone you have a full year cost of $636 million under
the 40 percent proposal. Would it be fair to estimate
that at leas~ a billion dollars of your reduction would
in effect b~ put on the back of State and local govern
ments, and if so, are you really engaging ina kind ~f
revenue sharing in reverse? And, secondly, why did you
not propose any cuts in general revenue sharing?
MR. ASH: Let me answer those ,two related
questions,because they are related. These reductions
would involve somewhat over $1 billion, $1.2 billion,
or' $1.3 billion reductions in payments through one
program or other to State and local governments. With
that level of reduction we felt that general revenue
sharing probably should stay the, level at which it already
is in the b~dget and, th~refore, is not included in this~

Q
Will it be easier from a policy standpoint
to take the $1.2 bill~on, or 3 from general revenue
shar1ng and let State and local government make cuts
where they want to instead of dictating at the Federal
level where the cuts are?
MR. ASH: Just the opposite. It would be
both easier and better leaving the money in f general
revenue sharing allows the State and local governments
to make the kind of decisions that they feel fits their
local circumstances rather than leaving it in categorical
or.. narrow programs. So the purpose here was to deal
especially with the categorical or narrow programs,
leaving the monies in the general revenue sharing so
they can do just exactly what you.have said, make the
decisions that fit their circumstances.

Q
Mr. Ash, you mentioned that this budget
was going to set up a $9.2 billion deficit, I think.
How does that compare with deficits in the past? ' Are we
getting closer to balancing things up or not?
MR. ASH: Last year it was much closer to
balancing than this one is. On'the other hand, this one
beats many years that preceded last year. Of course, the
economy is different than it was. You remember last year
we had a 3.4 deficit. ,Obviously this number is bigger
than that. But if you look at the history of deficits I
have seen a lot ~igger than the one that we expect this
year.
t10RE
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Q
Do you have a number on this year's
full employment?
MR. ASH: We haven't calculated the full
employment number with any precision at all. I haven't
even heard many people talk about full employment lately.
But on the other hand I would say that if we were to make
a similar calculation this, year as was made in other years
under the rules by which the full employment surplus is
calculated there would be a substantial full employment_
surplus. It would be $30 billion or some such number,
making the calculation the same way.

Q
Your $9.2 billion budget deficit, as I
understand it, depends on virtually everything breaking
your way. That you do Ret the ~pending cuts vou proposed,
the surtax and other revenue~. That the economy is not
worse than you' say it' is .'going to be. That you do get
the revenues from selling the oil leases, and so on.
How high could the deficit go if many of these things go
in the opposite direction? What is the outside reasonable
estimate?
MR. ASH: That is a good question, but in a
sense hypothetical. Let's take this package.

Q

Your budget deficit is just as hypothetical
as my question, isn't it? (Laughter)
MR. ASH:
.You are right. Let's take this
package of 4.6. First you add that back to the $9.2, and
you can add as well as I on that one. Then let's take
the $800 million on revenue; that is the President's
package on revenue, and add that one back in. You are up
to about 14.6 by now. Then talk about outer continental
shelf. We would like to get the sales made in time to
provide the $3 billion or so that we had contemplated
in the budget from the California sales. If we don't,
that is about a $3 billion or so further variance.
So you can see the kinds of factors at work, and
you can see what they do to the deficit.

Q

And then there is the economy.

MR. ASH:
about the economy?

And there is the economy.

MORE
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Q

Mr. Ash, will these figures tend to
confirm or contradict the views you expressed earlier
this year that it would be unlikely or in fact
impossible to make total reduction in the budget of more
than about $2 billion?
'
MR. ASH: It seems to ,me that they qome right
in on the same point I have been making ,for months and
months and months. One need only look at that fact
sheet to observe down at the bottom line, Executive
actions under' current law', $979 mill,ion for
this year.
'
Those are the ones that can be done by the
Administration over and above the ones the Administration
has already done, and they come down to that same $"2, billion
or $3 billion range in which the Executive can affect
actions reducing expenditures.
Beyond that, legislation in one form or other
is required and what we are fundamentally doing here is
putting before the Congress our recommendations for that
legislation, because it is obvious that there is no other
way besides that of Congressional concurrence ,that we
can get to the levels we need to get.

Q
May I follow up? Since you have
indicated this would tend to justify the views that you
have expressed, would you feel it 'was a mistake for the
Administration to come out with a target of bringing
the budget to under $300 billion and now to have to ,.
renig on 'that?
MR. ASH: No, I don't think it is a mistake for
two reasons. One, we certainly are proposing to get quite
close compared to alternatives even as this package would
bring the total to $302.2, furthermore as said in the
message, were it not for that single item of increase in
unemployment compensation we would have been down to 299-1/2.
This might be a good occasion to call your
attention to two other points made in the message. The
fact that we did offer the Congress earlier some oppor
tunities to help bring expenditures down, deferral of
Federal pay increases. They didn't do so. That added
on $700 million.
We were and are right about there even with
this and would have been there had there not been some
actions that on the one hand either were good to take or
on the other hand the Congress itself refused to take.
MORE
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Q
Mr. Ash, if my figures are correct, you
propose total deferrals greater than the proposed
recissioro. Some of the budget experts in Congress
believe that Congress' intent was that the major
reductions should be lhandled by recissions only.
How do you justify the inclusion of $317
million in reductions by the deferral?
MR. ASH: Because we believe that is the way
that the law reads, and are complying with the law and
so reporting. We know one Senator who would think other
wise, but we think this is the way the law reads and will
comply with it.
inflation?

Q

How much will this reduce the rate of the

MR. ASH: Federal expenditures, of course, bear
upon inflation. A $5 billion or $10 billion variance
bears only in the fractions of one percent on inflation
in the year of that variance, but I think it is essential
to keep in mind that the most important thing that we
have to work on in the budget is the direction of
expenditures and of expenditure growth; that is, a
$4 billion expenditure saving this year would become a
$7 billion expenditure saving next year, and become a 10
or more in years out and have tremendous effects in
holding down inflation in those future years.
Part of the reason that we have inflation this
year is because of budget deficits of considerable
amounts in earlier years. So, I think while the narrow
answer is the budget deficit has only a fractional
effect in the year of that deficit, it can have
tremendous effects in out years, and that is the key
point to make in relationships between expenditures,
deficits and inflation.

Q
A follow-up, please. If you can't get
the reduction you are proposing by the deferral method,
will the President try to do it through the recission
method?
MR. ASH: Let's give the Congress a chance to
work and keep our options open until they have determined
what actions they intend to take. The President met with
the bipartisan leadership this morning and made it very
clear to them that he does expect them to give serious
consideration to the package that he is proposing and
then certainly recommends strongly that they take the
kind of actions he has put before them.
THE PRESS:

Thank you, Mr. Ash.
END

(AT 2:16 P.M.

EST)

